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The Vibroseis Project 

1. Introduction 

Vibroseis·-< is a repetitive source technique wherein truck-mounted 

hyclraulic vibrators, phase-locked t o a long duration, frequency rnodulated 

pilot signal, exert a quasi-sinusoidal force of rnany tons on the ground 

surface, generating seismic waves. The recorded signal consists of a 

superposition of long wave trains arriving at clifferent times corresponding 

to the two-way travel time of seismic. energy to the various reflecting 

interfaces . Katch filtering (cross-correlation) of the field seismogram 

with the pilot signal compresses the long wavetrains intc short pu l ses , 

producilig a record tha t resembles a conventional explosion seismogram . 

The potentiality of applying the Vibroseis technique to deep crustal 

sounding has been of recent interest. Fowler and Waters (1975) have 

reported refractions and probable reflections to Moho depths in 

experiment.s conducted near Kildare , Okl ahoma, and Mateker and Ibrahim 

(1973) observed correlat ab le event s, a t tributed to deep reflectors, 

at vertica l two-way times of up to 13 s in the vicinity of Beach , North 

Dakota. A Vibroseis survey at Ahbau Lake, B.C., conducted under contract 

for the Division of Seismology and Geothermal Studies, produced 

convincing evidence for a Moha reflector at about 11 s, corroborated by 

explosion da ta (Mair and Lyons, 1976). 

ln August 1974, the Division of Seismology and Geothermal Studies 

undertook a Vibroseis cxperiment in the Sarnia - Chatham area of 

southh7estern Ontario . The pur pose of· thi.s exper1-ment was twofold: 

""I'rademark of Cl'ntinentaJ Oil Company 
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firstly, to determine the su:.i.tability of the technique for crustal 

studies in a sedimentary basin, and, secondly, to .evaluate the 

feasibility of a non-spe('.ialist group "piggybacking" on a Vibroseis 

survcy, using their own facilities for recording and processing the 

data. Initial estimates of the resources required were $3K for field 

expenses, $10K (~ manyear) for an analyst and $2K for computer charges. 

The project was terminated before the=. interpretation stage when 

it becamc apparent that the initial estimates of manpower and computer 

resources required would be greatly exceeded . This report outlines the 

field work , data processing and early results obtained and rnakes some 

recommendations for future high-resolution experiments conducted by 

the Division. 

2. Field Work 

Two orthogonal lines, each consisting of 24 vibrator positions (VP 1 s) 

over 4 miles and 12 geophone group positions (GP's) over 2 miles, werc 
)., ~.V J v<-t 4 

shot along rural roads. The lines intersected at the village of 
(\ 

Rutherford, some 7 miles northeast of the town of Dresden , southwestern 

Ontario, along Highway 21. Figure 1 shows a map of the survey area, 

witb the vibrator posit i ons and group positions indi('.ated by arrows 

acd crosses, respectively. 

Each group position cons.isted of 16 Mark P:r.oducts 8-Hz geophones in 

a quasi-tapered array, with an 880 ft. (268.2 m) separation between 

adjacent takeouts. Initial plans to expand the spreads were abandoned 

after the loss of sev er d l days due to inclec11ent weather and equipment 

problems, 
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Vibre-X Explorations Ltd . a[ Calgary, who were then working in the 

Sarnia - Chatham area, were· contracted to provide the Vibroseis source. 

Their fee for Lhrec V.H . S. Modei 11 (15-ton) vibrators with operators, 

one instrument truck with teclmician, and a support vehicle with party 

manager and observer, was $250.00 per heur. This favourable rate 

assumed the work was done outside of their normal heurs of operation. 

The source parameters employed were a linear upsweep from 8:-32 

Hz over 14 s (shown in Fig . 2), with a recording period of about 28 s. 

This bandwidth was considered to encompass the range of frequencies 

over which crus.tal reflections would be ob$erved (Mair and Lyons, 1976), 

and the sweep direction from low tq high frequencies was selected to 

avoid the effect of interference between late reflections and the 

harmonie distortion signals from s tron g early events (Seriff and Kim, 

1970). A :otal of 32 sweeps were made at each vibrator point , 

between which the vibrators moved ahead slightly to avoid damage to 

the roadbed. 

The recording equipment comprised two Divisional "High Speed" tape 

systems mounted in the back of an Econoline truck. Each system 

consisted of a bank of six Geotech AS 330 seismic amplif iers (f ixed 

gain) and a 7-track Precision Instrument 5100 FM fape recorder, 

modlfied to operate at 15/16 IPS. Six broadband ana l ogue fil t ered 

seismic chanaels (i.e., half the spread) and an internal c1ironometer 

were recorded by each system . During recording the Jine balance of 

the arnplifiers was continually adjusted in an effort to recluce the 

ever-present 60 Hz pickup from powerlines along the roadway. Since the 

anticipated signal-ta-noise ratio for a single sweep was considerably 
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less than unity, the amplif ier gains - were set so that the background noise 

was just below the level of saturation of the tape~ A hard-wired 

connection from the sweep generator in tl1e instrument truck to our 

recording truck provided a trigge!:" sjgnal which was passed through a 

pulse detector circuit and then recorded on top of the time track of each 

recorder as a time break. 

3 . Data Processin g 

Table 1 shows the sequence of data processing stages, including the 

programs used, their operation, and, for the Cyber, some indication of 

costs involved. Generally, the early stages of digitiza tion, editing 

and graphie verification, which required a "hands-on" approach, were 

perforrned using the PDP 11/40 rninicomputer and peripherals in the 

Datalab. The heavier computation associated with later processing was 

relegated to the Departmental CDC Cyber 74. The data from VP 4 N/S 

(from the first good day of recording) was worked up, with software 

develo pment and testing proceeding concurrently, to a point just 

prier to CRP stack . 

3 .1 Datalab Processing 

The field tapes were played back in real time on the Sanborn 

3907B tape drive and digitized a t 200 Hz using the A/D facÙity of the 

PDP 11/40. A simult aneous analogue monitor was producc<l on the 

Beckman 8-channel chart record er . Finding the desired position on the 

field tape consisled of f irst getting in the vicinity using a r ough 

footage count and then visually rnatching the curr ent analogue monitor 

with a previous chart r ecorJ ing . Since there ~as insufficient disk 
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storage availa ble to handl e 32 sweeps, each vibrcting point was 

digitized in t wo portions of 16 sweeps each . 

Editing the digitized data amounted to breaking it up into 

r ecords corresponding to a sweep . Trigge r pulses on the time track 

were det ec t ed and the sweeps were pared to begin precisely on a 

trigger pulse and run for a fixed nurnbe r of seconds . The dat a , 

here tofore in standard 252- ·word bJ.ocks, were r e-format ed, i . e ., 

block-dernultiplexed and converted to more efficient 1260-word blacks 

and wri tt en to t ape . It transpired that, for purposes o f transferring 

data on magnetic tape from the PDP 11/40 to the Cyber, binary output 

tapes provided both the best rates of data transfer and cornpac t ness. 

As shown in par t (a) of Table 1, no a tt emp t was macle t o assess 

costs for that part of the processing performed in the Datalab. It 

v1as fou.nd, however, t ha. t a t:ypical. digitiz:i. Lig sesslon [or G traces of 

a single VP, from interconnection and warmup of the machines to 

verification of the edited output tape, would t ake the best part of an 

aft ernoon . Simple extrapolation of this value for a ll 12 tra ces of 

48 VP 1 s gives a total tirne requirement of 48 days ! Now , a considerable 

saving of overhead in terms of set-up, tape handling , e t c ., could 

be realized by scheduling Joneer continuous sessions, but the total 

amount of tirue during which the Da talab would be essent ially tied up 

i s still formidable . Not included in the above estirnate are the rnany 

hours actually spen t on prograrn devel oprncnt: . 

3 . 2 Cyber Proce~sing 

Part (b) of Table 1 outliues the µroccssing perfo.crned on the 

Departmental CDC Cyber 74 computer sys t em . The costs ind i cated are 
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representative of those assessed by the Computer Science Centre, which 

attempts to run on a cost recover y basis . By far the most expensive 

processing step (alrnos t 70% of the total) is match f iltering (cross

correlation). In this early work, the tra.ditional time demain rnethod, 

for which programs were already at hand, was used. In principle, a 

considerab l e saving could be achieved by i mp lementing a more efficient 

~orrelation algorithra such as cyclical convolution (FFT) or the "Fas t 

CorrelationH method of Robinson (1975), for high-volume production. 

Simple extrapolation of the costs shown in Table 1 for all 12 traces 

of 48 VP's yields a value of $7152 . An estimate of the additional 

costs of CI'JJ s t acking and dis play of final s ections required to complete 

the project would be around $150-$200. Allowing $150 for program 

testing and development, \ve arrive at a t otal proj ected cost for Cyber 

pLocessil1g of ab0ut $7500 . ; ven consideriï.g the efficienc::..es inhc:,::ent 

in volume production, including a faster correlation procedure, it is 

unlikely tha t this fi gure could be reduced by more than 10-15% . 

4. Result s and Discussion 

Analogue playba ck of the field tapes showed the data to be very 

noisy and often dorninated by 60Hz. Figure 3 shows on e sweep from VP 

4 N/S, in which some evidence of the Vibroseis signal may be present 

in the close-in traces (channels 1-4). For purposes of compact di sp lay, 

the time scale in thi s and a ll subsequent se i smograms has been com

pressed. No t e the high-amplitude traff ic noise s tepping out from left 

to right along the traces. The signal in channe l 6 appears to be 

tot ally obliterated by noise. 

Because of t he noisy charac t er of the field r eco r ds , it tvas decided 

at the outset to anal ogue fil.ter t he da ta using an 8-32 ll z passband 

prier to digitization. Al though , in principJe, unwantcd noise out si<le 
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the swept frequency range could be filtered out digitally in later 

processing, it was feared tha~ high noise levels in the unfiltered 

input would swamp the A/D converter, causing a loss of precision and 

leaving very little useful signal amplitude after post-filtering . 

After a protracted delay in di gitizing new da ta due to the sequential 

breakdown of several Krohn-Hite filters in Datalab, however, the possi

bility of eliminating the analo gue filtering was re-examined. The VP 

4 N/S data was re-digitized without pre-filtering, then processed in 

the sarne manner as before. 

Comp aring the unfiltered results to those obtained previôusly, the 

uncorrelated field traces appeared noisier, but the final correlograms 

were clearer and more peaked. In addition, the polarity of several 

large-amplitude ·arrivals was seen to reverse and shift slightly in time. 

IL Lhus ap]JèBU3 that the ]Jhase clisto.ctio11 .Lnti:·oclucE:d witli andlogue 

filtering is more detrimental to Vibroseis processing tha n is weak 

signal amplitude without it; the efficiency of the crosscorrelation 

process in detecting weak signals in noise should not be underes tima ted. 

All the exarnples shown below are from the unfiltered data set. 

Fig . 4 shows the vertically-stacked, amplitude-normalized section 

for group positions 4-9. Each trace represents the algebra:Lc su.rnmation 

of all 32 sweeps of VP 4 N/S, inc1uding that shown in Fig. 3. All 

traces show a varying degree of signal in the early portion of the 

record. The large glitches at the inm1ediate start and end of the 

seismic channels result from cross-f8ed from .the trigge r pulse on the 

t.ime track. 

An attempt was made in the field to record the actual clowntravelling 

pulse from Lhe vibrators for latcr us e. in mat:ch filtering. One of the 

vibrators was se t up aJong sicle a geophone gr0up, for which all the 
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geophones save one were turnecl ,m their s:i.rle::0 , and the output signal was 

recorded at the lowest le~el of gain . Unfortunately, later pro ccssing 

showed the signal to be severely overloaded and distorted . A theoretica l 

pilot signal , having parameters identical to the vibrator input s i gnal, 

was therefore devised to simulate the source pulse . This is t he signal 

shown in Eig . 2. 

Figure 5 shows the same set of traces as Figure 4 after cross-

correlation wi th the theoretical pilot signal. Some coher ent energy is 

apparent in the first few seconds, but the remainder of the correlogram 

appears to be incoherent noise. The oscillatory signa l s oecurring in 

the last few seconds of the record are spurious correlation noise. It 

is dif ficult to compare the quali t y of this limited singl e-fold data 

with the Vibroseis data obtained a t Ahbau Lake , B. C. , since there we 

have only a finished 12-fold CRP s t acked section from the contractor 

(Mair and Lycns , 1976). It would not a.ppear to be as good as the b ett er 

singl e-fold explosion da ta from B.C., however , since there i s no evidence 

of deep reflectors. A contributing cause of this, no doubt, i s the 

debilitating effect of higher cultural noise (AC powerlines, traffic, 

e tc.) experienced in southwestern Ontario. 

The above comments are about as far as we can go with the Sarni a 

data. Further elucidation of the seismological significance of the 

exercise would require the digilization and processing of much more 

data. In particular , the detection of any deep reflectors would probab ly 

i~ot be possible before 12-fold CRP stacking of he complete data set to 

further enhance the signal-to·-noise ratio. However, in view of the 

1~ large arnount of time that would be required to complete the project, 

and also of the projccted comput er costs being more than triple the $2K 

originally budgeted, the decision was made to terminate the project a t 

this poir.it . So, rcluct antly, the "intcrpretation" must end here. 
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5. Conclusions 

Our experience with the Sarnia Vibroseis project has shown the 

concept of in-house recording (using essentially obsolescent fixed-gain 

analogue equipment) and processing (using general-purpose computers 

and designing the software virtually from scratch) of data requiring 

such ultra-sophisticated handling to be uneconomical in terms of the 

manpower and computer resources required. Sitting idle in the Vibre-X 

instrument truck during the survey was a special-purpose SUM-IT VII 

minicomputer and recording system which could produce vertically stacked, 

field-correlated digital data records on 9-track computer tape essentially 

in real time. 

The limited processed data available at the termination of the 

proj ec t does not permit a determination of the nature or extent of any 

deep crustal struc:lure in the su:Lvey area . We note t:1a t the COCORP group 

reports successful recording of Moho reflections using the Vibroseis 

technique in a sedimentary basin in Wyoming (S. Kaufman , personal conununi-

cation). For similar surveys in the future, it ..:·;ould be advantageous to 

have a real-time correlation and stacking capability in the field. Thcn, 

by experimenting with the source parameters such as signal strength 

(number of vibra tors), sweep duration , and redundancy (mrnber- of sweeps 

at each VP), an adequate signal-te-noise r-:i.tio at the rece.dvers for the 

particular seismic horizon being mapped could be ensured. 

With the increasing involvement of the Division in projects requiring 

high-resolution and/or repetitive source techniques, we should consider 

either acquiring the necessary state-of-the-art digital recording/play-

back equipment ourselves (through purchase or rental), or else contracting 

out the recording and pre-processj_ng segments of the work to others who 

are so equipped. 
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8. Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Plan view of the survey area near the town of Rutherford, 

southwestern Ontario. 

Figure 2. The swept-frequency Vibroseis pilot signal, with an 0 . 5 s 

cosine taper at each end . 

Figure 3. Analogue playback of a sweep from VP 4 N/ S. 

Figure~. The 32-sweep verLically stacked sèct ion from VP 4 N/S . 

Figure 5. The ~orrelated sectjon from VP 4 N/S. 

9. Llst of Tables 

Table 1. Data proces~ing sequence and approxima te cos t s for 6 traces 

fr om VP 4 N / S . 



Program Name 

INPUT 

DGT1Z5 

SEARCH 

VPEDB5 

LVPL'l':'l 

VDMPXB 

VSTACK 

MATCIIF 

VPLOTN 

TABLE 1 

Data Processing Sequence and Approximate Costs 

for 6 tra ces f rom VP 4 N/S 

Op eration. 

(a ) Datal ab PDP 11/40 

Inputs digitization parameters 

Digit i zes analogue field tapes 

Detects trigger pulses separating sweeps on the 
lime track 

Edits the sweeps , partially derilultiplexes the data, 
and re-formats it onto a binary output tape for 
use on Cyber 

Plot s the edi t ed sweeps on the LVll electrostatic 
plott er for quali ty control 

(b) Departmental CDC Cyber 7L; 

Reads the Datalab t ape , convert s to Cyber word 
structure, completes demult iplexing the data into 
tr ace order, and transcribes it to a standard 
Cyber-format output tape 

Vertically stacks (sums ) all 32 sweeps and transcribes 
to disk 

Match fi l ters (correlates) the ~ield traces wi th the 
pilot sweep signal and transcribcs to disk 

Produces calcomp plot of · correlated traces with 
normalized amplitudes 

TOTAL 

*NA - costs not asscsse~ 

- costs assessed by the Comput er Science Centre 

Cast ($) 

NA* 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

$13. 00 ~·0·< 

5.50 

51.00 

5.00 

$74.50 
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